1. One person compared tea to other common foods in the 20th century saying, “It has about as much variation as” what two foods?

2. Although teabags were first made out of expensive silk, cotton gauze and what other product were later used to make teabags more easily?

3. When was iced tea first invented?

4. Increased production of what resource during the Industrial and Imperial era led to a sharp increase in demand for such products as tea, chocolate and coffee?

5. Tea leaves were originally consumed not as a drink, but as what?

6. The best container for steeping (or soaking) tea is one that remains closed to keep water steaming, but also has a what, making teapots ideal for this function?

7. What container was originally associated with pouring Arab coffee but was also used in China in the Medieval Era for steeping tea?

8. Tea leaves could be pressed together into what shape for easy shipment, and were also used as currency in this form?

9. In Tibet, during the Medieval Era, tea was commonly mixed with what two foods?